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Let’s go Chocoloco!
EXCLUSIVE



Chocowares



BOSKA - SINCE 1896  
At Boska we create cool food tools so you can 
enjoy speciality food to the fullest. Our brand has 
been the standard for quality Cheesewares since 
1896. But in the course of over 120 years we fell in 
love with chocolate. We turned our product 
designer into a chocolatier and put all our 
experience in making specialty cheese tools into 
this new category: Chocowares. 

Chocowares collection perfectly fits the lifestyle of 
the real chocolatelover. The products provide the 
ultimate chocolate experience. The light colors,
copper accents and ceramics give these products 
an attractive look and feel. Through the use of 
marble, the chocolate stays cool and at its best. 
This collection is ideal for chocolate specialty shops 
and the more high-end cookery and gift shops, 
exclusive department stores and catering 
wholesalers.

CHOCOWARES







CHOCO 
FONDUE 

Choco Fondue Marie 
All you need for an effortless evening of delicious 
chocolate fondue is the Choco Fondue Marie. 
Thanks to the bain-marie (double boiler) you can 
melt your chocolate and rest assured that it will 
not burn, freeing you up to enjoy perfect chocolate 
fondue for hours on end. It’s an ideal dessert for 
two, or a sweet treat during drinks, a party or high 
tea.

# 320400
SRP € 24,99 / $ 39,99
Order unit 6

Marie





Choco Bar DIY Kit
You can be a real chocolatier with this Choco 
Bar DIY Set. Make your very own chocolate 
bars. This set includes a silicon mold, recipes 
and a wrapper set, and you can create endless 
combinations. The Choco Bar DIY Set is the 
perfect gift for the chocolate lover in your life. 

# 320405
SRP € 9,99 / $ 14,99
Order unit 12

Choco Spoon DIY Kit
Make your own hot chocolate spoons with the 
Choco Spoon DIY Set. This handy set includes 
a silicon mold, wooden spoons and recipes. 
It’s perfect for the real chocoholics out there. 
Let’s be honest: homemade hot chocolate is 
far superior to the packaged stuff. 

# 320407
SRP € 9,99 / $ 14,99
Order unit 12

Choco Bonbon DIY Kit
Make your own bonbons with the Choco 
Bonbon DIY Set. This handy kit was developed 
in consultation with a real chocolatier. It 
includes a silicon mold, recipes and a shaper. 
It’s an unbeatable gift for real chocoholics!

#320406
SRP € 9,99 / $ 14,99
Order unit 12



Choco Bonbon DIY serving Kit
Serve delicious, homemade chocolate bonbons. 
Either follow the recipe or let your imagination 
run wild. Your creations are kept at their best 
on the marble board and will even look more 
tempting!

# 320409
SRP € 14,99 / $ 24,99
Order unit 6

Choco DIY Kits
Feel like a professional chocolate maker! 
With these DIY sets you can make your 
own chocolate bonbons, spoons and bars. It 
includes silicon molds, recipes and additional 
accessories like scrapers and wrappers. Perfect 
for real chocolate lovers!

# 320408
SRP € 19,99 / $ 39,99
Order unit 6



MARBLE
Choco

Curler



         hoco Curler Marble
Create beautiful chocolate curls with this 
curler. Use them for decorating or enjoy 
them with drinks or high teas. The marble  
plateau remains cool and does not absorb 
any moisture, ensuring that the chocolate is 
served at its best.

# 320420
SRP € 39,99 / $ 59,99
Order unit 3

C



Boska Chocolate Disc
Delicious chocolate curls in a jiffy Creating chocolate flowers is a piece of cake! 
Place the Choco Curler Disc on your Boska curler, rotate the knife, and watch as 
the beautiful curls appear. You can eat them straight away. Yum!  They are perfect 
for decorating cakes and desserts. But it’s also a great sweet treat which you can 
serve as a unique snack to accompany, for example, drinks, a high tea, or a party.   

UTZ Certified 
With our Choco Curler Discs, you can be sure that the cocoa is of high quality. 
In fact, our Discs carry the UTZ seal, as the cocoa comes from farmers who take 
people and the environment into consideration in their work. For example, they 
use fewer pesticides and guarantee good working conditions for their employees.

Choco curler disc Praliné
# 320451                  
SRP € 11,99  
SRP NL € 9,99            
Order unit 12           

Choco curler disc Milk
# 320451               
SRP € 9,99 
SRP NL € 7,99            
Order unit 12         



Choco curler giftbox
Create the most delicious curls of chocolate 
with this set, made for true chocoholics. It’s a 
perfect sweet treat to accompany drinks with 
friends or to decorate cakes and desserts. The 
curler is also suitable for Tête de Moine cheese.

# 320455
SRP € 34,99 
Order unit 3

ChocoCurler



Choco Tower
Serve your favorite chocolate on this marble 
and oak Choco tower. The marble remains cool 
and does not absorb any moisture, ensuring 
that the chocolate is served as its best. Perfect 
for a high tea or a party!

# 320421
SRP € 39,99 / $ 59,99
Order unit 3

Choco Coasters, set of 4
Use these coasters to serve your favorite 
chocolate alongside your tea or coffee, 
without your chocolate melting. The marble 
stays lovely and cool, and so does your 
chocolate!

# 320423
SRP € 19,99 / $ 29,99
Order unit 6

The secret

ingredient

is always 

Chocolate!



Choco Serving Board S, set of 2
Serve pieces of chocolate, bonbons and other 
chocolate creations on this stylish marble serving 
board. The marble remains cool and does not absorb 
any moisture, ensuring that the chocolate is served 
at its best. They’re ideal for other candies too.

# 320424
SRP € 19,99 / $ 24,99
Order unit 6

Choco Serving Board M
Serve pieces of chocolate, bonbons and other 
chocolate creations on this stylish marble 
serving board. Marble stays cool and does 
not absorb any moisture ensuring that your 
chocolate is served at its best!

# 320425
SRP € 9,99 / $ 19,99
Order unit 6



Choco Chopper
The Choco Chopper: a brand new way to 
enjoy your favorite chocolate. With this 
stylish, copper-colored knife, you can break off 
chunks of chocolate with ease. This tool makes 
it fun to share your chocolate experience with 
friends and family around the table.

# 320416
SRP € 24,99 / $ 29,99
Order unit 6

Choco Breaker
With the Choco Breaker, you can enjoy your 
favorite chocolate in a brand new way. No 
more eating solo: chocolate is for sharing! Your 
friends and family can break themselves off a 
piece with this stylish, copper-colored knife. 
Now that’s a tasty chocolate experience!

# 320415
SRP € 19,99 / $ 24,99
Order unit 6



Choco Chopper Board
Cut up your chocolate with this double-
handle copper-colored stainless steel knife. 
The marble board remains cool and does 
not absorb any moisture, ensuring that the 
chocolate is served at its best. Convenient and 
stylish!

# 320422
SRP € 29,99 / $ 49,99
Order unit 3

Choco Flaker
Transform pieces of chocolate into tasty flakes 
with just a flick of the wrist! Fill up the ceramic 
tumbler with your favorite chocolate, twist 
the lid and sprinkle the chocolate flakes over 
your coffee, dessert, cake or even a sandwich.

# 320401
SRP € 24,99 / $ 29,99
Order unit 6
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Boska Holland

Spanjeweg 8, 2411 PX
Postbus 110, 2410 AC 
Bodegraven, Holland
T +31 (0) 172 611 502

info@boska.com

Boska USA

33 W 26th st, 4th Floor, 
New York, NY 10010 USA

T:  +1 646-869-0260      
usa@boska.com

Boska France

Immeuble Panama - Parc tertiaire 
SILIC 45, rue de Villeneuve 94573 

RUNGIS Cedex, France
T +33 (0)1 41 73 54 21    

 france@boska.com

Boska Deutschland

Waldteichstraße 89, 46149 
Oberhausen, Deutschland

T +49 (0)2102 420 925   
F +49 (0)2102 420620

deutschland@boska.com
 

check out our full assortment of cool food tools at boska.com


